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Abstract 

This paper investigates the geopolitical dynamics of hate and hope during the 
2016 impeachment process against Dilma Rousseff, the first female president of 
Brazil. To do so, it engages with recent theoretical and analytical developments in 
the fields of linguistic landscapes (i.e. the view of public signage as 
performatively constitutive of certain understandings of place and its relation with 
people and vice-versa), citizenship studies (i.e. the recognition that citizenship is 
not simply a quasi-abstract legal status but involves situated social, political and 
symbolic acts though which individuals are locally made into citizens), and queer 
studies (i.e. the analytical tenet of attending to the role of affect in people’s 
construction of themselves as political beings). The analysis of an archive of 
images from demonstrations for and against Ms. Rousseff’s demotion unpacks the 
semiotic politics of affect during the impeachment process and points to the 
reconfiguration of political and affective regimes in contemporary Brazil. In this 
scenario, I argue that attending to public signage in times of political turmoil 
offers an analytical avenue to unearth how individuals semiotically disrupt 
oppressive social orders by reclaiming place, reimagining selves and others, 
reconfiguring the present, and redesigning futures. 

Key-words: political crisis; linguistic landscape; citizenship; hate; hope 

 

Introduction 

The future is the time of hope (Achille Mbembe) 

In early 2016, charged for using money from national banks to paper over budget 
shortfalls, Dilma Rousseff, Brazil’s first female president, was the object of a 
parliamentary coup d’état, which was disguised by right-wing politicians as a legal 
impeachment process.1 As several commentators have noted (Souza, 2016; Jinkings et 
al., 2016), there was no legal basis for her demotion since the budget maneuvers she 
made were common practice among her male predecessors in office. She was 
impeached as a strategy to prevent investigations of a huge kickback scheme at 
Petrobras, the state oil company in which many of her accusers are involved. At the 
time of writing, these investigations have not indicated that Ms. Rousseff was 
implicated in this corruption scheme, whereas Michel Temer, who replaced her in 

                                                             
1 This paper is part of a larger research project which investigates the relation between language and 
politics in the Brazilian political crisis and is being developed at the Faculty of Linguistics, Philology and 
Phonetics at the University of Oxford. I am grateful to Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de 
Nível Superior (CAPES) for the visiting researcher grant (BEX00000.61/2017-04) which has made this 
research possible. 

mailto:rodrigoborba@letras.ufrj.br
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office, and many of his ministers and secretaries are suspected of abusing power for 
their personal gain.2  
 In such a controversial scenario, according to Ortellado et. al. (2016:159), “one of 
the most dramatic consequences of the impeachment process […] is the social 
dichotomization [of the country] in two alleged opposing groups, not of adversaries, but 
of enemies”. Such dichotomization was highly visible on April 17, 2016, when the 
lower house of Parliament voted to start the impeachment proceedings. In one of the 
most virulent episodes of Brazilian politics, lawmakers who supported Dilma’s ousting 
prefaced their votes with references to “the traditional Brazilian family”, “God” and, in 
the case of the outspokenly misogynist and homophobic extreme-right politician Jair 
Bolsonaro, to colonel Brilhante Ustra, who tortured a 22-year-old Dilma Rousseff while 
she was arrested as a member of the movements against the Brazilian dictatorship.  
 Most relevant for the purposes of this paper, however, is what happened in the 
demonstrations both for and against Ms. Rousseff’s deposition. In such protests, citizens 
semiotically galvanized the political dichotomization of the country, which escalated to 
levels of symbolic and physical violence. Specifically, I analyze the geopolitics of hate 
and hope which were materialized in the semiotic actions of the supporters and of the 
detractors of the impeachment process in order to discuss how the political turmoil in 
Brazil helped shape larger affective discourses and situated agentic attachments which 
are tantamount to understanding the ways citizens locally react to an otherwise 
debilitating political context. Interestingly, though, analysts have so far ignored the 
affective aspects of this political crisis. In order to delve into the semiotic and 
geopolitical materialization of these affective regimes (Wee, 2016), I scrutinize semiotic 
acts which, on the one hand, illustrate the feelings of hate against Ms. Rousseff’s 
moderately leftist political agenda and, on the other, expressions of hope for a better 
Brazil. This will be done by comparing the embodied affective responses to the 
impeachment process in demonstrations around the country and a localized semiotic 
conflict over the meanings of space at São Salvador Square, in Rio de Janeiro. This 
analytical perspective, simultaneously broad and situated, will allow me to demonstrate 
how the political cleavages engendered by the recent impeachment proceedings are 
emplaced in the Brazilian semiotic landscape more generally and the ways individuals 
locally react to it in their everyday lives.  
 An example of how the national political crisis impacted on citizens’ daily actions 
and their affective attachments to it is the conflict over the meanings of São Salvador 
Square. As we will see, such semiotic imbroglio both responds to and takes issue with 
the larger affective scenario of the country, which is fraught with feelings of impotence 
towards the conservative backlash the impeachment process helped get established. On 
April 30th, 2016, a few weeks after the lower house authorized the impeachment 
proceedings, the façade of a stationery store in São Salvador Square in Rio de Janeiro 
was spray-painted with what Butler (1997) would call “injurious words”: faggot, dyke, 
get the fuck out, old homo etc. In her provocative discussion of hate speech, Butler, 
following Althusser’s concept of interpellation, explains that injurious language is one 
of the cogs in the mechanisms of social power and serves to put allegedly “deviant” 
individuals in their “rightful” subjugated place. It is because of its interpellative 
character that injurious speech “constitute[s] the subject in a subordinate position” 
(Butler, 1997:18) and in a “circuit of abjection” (p. 5). In this sense, the local 
materialization of these injurious words at São Salvador Square may help us understand 

                                                             
2 Space constraints prevent me from discussing the details of this political imbroglio. International media 
coverage can give the reader a more nuanced view of the impeachment process.  The BBC, for example, 
published a useful summary of the political crisis which is available at https://goo.gl/IcdOjZ. 

https://goo.gl/IcdOjZ
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the dynamics between the macro-political scenario and its situated effects on the micro 
details of how people interact and react to the encroachment of conservative ideologies 
regarding gender and sexuality in contemporary Brazil. This is so because public 
signage interpellates subjects and calls them into being as they walk around the city (see 
also Pennycook, 2009). 

On the following day, the collective of activists À Esquerda da Praça (i.e. To the 
Left of the Square, AEP, henceforth), who had been a key actor in reclaiming the square 
as a place for political contestation and dissent, commissioned a graffiti artist to cover 
the offensive inscriptions with art. I argue that the sequence of offensive signs and 
graffiti art to cover them offer a case in point of what Stroud (2016) calls “turbulent 
linguistic landscapes” in which semiotic processes of othering and citizenship emerge. 
More specifically, the semiotic struggle for space on the façade of the stationery store 
emplaces a conflicting geopolitics of belonging, delegitimation and spacialization 
fraught with multiple layers of meaning over who and what ideologies have the right to 
circulate in the square.  

These entextualizations also emplace macrosociological phenomena with regard to 
sexuality, age and class which, according to many commentators (see Souza, 2016; 
Jenkings et al, 2016), were some of the driving forces behind Ms. Rousseff’s deposal. 
As I will illustrate in this chapter, these entextualizations, in their temporal and 
geographical situatedness, may help us better understand the affective dimensions of 
Brazil’s recent political history. In this political turmoil, hate has increasingly 
developed against the leftist governments who have been in power for the last 13 years. 
Such hatred, however, has not remained unchallenged inter alia by activist groups like 
AEP, who reacted with the production of hope, and, in doing so, intervened in the 
“scopic regime” (Jay, 1988) of the square, and in the broader ideological scenario of the 
country. As such, the interconnection between the wider political context and the signs 
at São Salvador square underpins one of Butler’s central concerns in her discussion of 
words that wound, namely the role of agency in countering (and subverting) the 
interpellative power of injurious language (and of the sociocultural structure it 
reiterates).  According to Butler (1997:2), “the injurious address may appear to fix or 
paralyze the one it hails, but it may also produce an unexpected and enabling response”. 
This chapter, thus, aims to give empirical detail to Butler’s theoretical concerns by 
investigating how the AEP activists spoke back both to the injury the signs provoked (at 
a local level) and to the recalcitrance of  misogynist and homophobic ideologies fueled 
by the Brazilian political crisis (at a broader macrosociological level).  

In this scenario, it is the semiotic dynamics of hate (in its incarnation as injurious 
signs) and hope (in its semiotic materialization as an “unexpected and enabling 
response”) in the turbulent linguistic landscape of the recent political crisis in Brazil that 
this chapter aims to unveil. Grounded in an archive of images that tells this semiotic 
story as well as interviews with the square’s regular visitors, I discuss the politics of the 
(re/de)entextualization of injurious signs and how it semiotically as well as spatially 
shapes and contests sexual and political dissidence in contemporary Brazil. 
 
 
What’s in a sign? The performativity of affect in linguistic landscapes 
 
In order to understand the semiotic and political dynamics of belonging and othering 
that are emplaced in the trajectory of injurious signs in the Brazilian political crisis, this 
chapter engages with two recent developments that characterize the “critical turn” 
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(Barni and Bagna, 2015) in Linguistic Landscape (LL), namely its empirical attention to 
performativity and to affect.  

What may be called the first wave of LL research was inaugurated by Landry and 
Bourhis (1997) in a seminal article which called our attention to the fact that language is 
materially implicated in the public sphere. By defining the LL as composed of “the 
language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place names, 
commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings” (Landry and 
Bourhis, 1997:25), the authors set off a research tradition which analyzes the salience 
and vitality of ethnolinguistic varieties by counting the languages that are represented in 
the LL of given locales. In this tradition, the LL is a matter of visibility of specific 
ethnolinguistic ‘communities’ in the public realm. The languages in the public signage 
are seen in a one-to-one relationship with the groups that inhabit a region and, as such, 
the LL is analysed “as an indicator (in this case, of ‘ethnolinguistic vitality’), rather 
than as a form of discourse” (Kallen, 2009:272 original emphasis). As such, space 
seems to be conceptualized as a static, pre-given context on which linguistic items are 
inscribed. 

Following human geographers and sociolinguists incorporation of Butler’s (1990) 
highly influential theory of gender performativity, LL scholars have progressively 
expanded their definition of what constitutes language to encompass all types of 
semiotic aggregates (Jaworski and Thurlow, 2010) from clearly linguistic items to the 
multimodality of graffiti (Pennycook, 2009), bodies (Kittis and Milani, 2015; Milani, 
2015; Stroud, 2016), tattoos (Peck and Stroud, 2015), smells (Pennycook and Otsuji, 
2015) to name just a few. This conceptual expansion has at least two implications for 
LL research. At the analytical level, landscapes are regarded not as a priori contexts on 
which dispassionate, impersonal, uninterested signs can be inscribed. Rather, just as 
discourses are sets of “practices that systematically form the objects about which they 
speak” (Foucault, 1972:49), so are landscapes constituted by the very inscription of 
certain signs. Or, in the Butlerian jargon, it is by being interpellated within the terms of 
certain signs that the social existence of places first becomes possible. Landscapes and 
signs are thus in a symbiotic relation in which one performatively constitutes the other; 
signs do not represent space in a one-to-one relation, but, instead, they stylize space and 
bring it into being by inserting it in a chain of repetitions and citations. In this vein, “LL 
can […] be viewed as a visible interface and arena of negotiations and contestations” 
(Shohamy and Walksman, 2009:320) in which the meanings and uses of the public 
space are always on the move.  

At the methodological level, the post-representational (Stroud, 2016) take of 
performativity theory forces us to look beyond the signs and places themselves so as to 
grasp the historical and political processes that lead to their situated emplacement. A 
cartography of signs, as is practiced in certain strands of LL research, is not enough to 
unearth the multiplicity of meanings and power relations public signage impinges on 
space. After all, as Butler (1997:14) contends, a speech act “is not a momentary 
happening, but a certain nexus of temporal horizons, the condensation of an iterability 
that exceeds the moment it occasions”. This condensed historicity of signs indexes 
multiple pasts, simultaneous presents, and possible futures that mold how we make 
sense of place. Instead of a cartography, we need a genealogy of signs – a signealogy,3 
which could enable us to better understand the social history of the sign and the 
conditions of possibility for its local emplacement. The condensed historicity of 

                                                             
3 Malinowski (2009) and Pennycook (2009) use the term “signography” to refer to a similar 
methodological procedure. I prefer the use of “signealogy” to keep its proximity with the Foucauldian 
practice of genealogy. 
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injurious signs is the driving force for such a methodological endeavor. As Butler puts 
it, 

 
injurious names have a history, one that is invoked and reconsolidated at the moment of 
utterance, but not explicitly told. This is not simply a history of how they have been used, in 
what contexts, and for what purposes; it is the way such histories are installed and arrested 
in and by the name. The name has, thus, a historicity, what might be understood as the 
history which has become internal to a name, has come to constitute the contemporary 
meaning of a name: the sedimentation of its usages as they have become part of the very 
name, a sedimentation, a repetition that congeals, that gives the name its force. (Butler, 
1997:36) 

 
As such, in order to understand LL in its sociocultural complexity, a signealogy 

should tell the fractured histories and describe the plethora of semiotic processes that 
allow signs to point to several directions and temporalities; we should track their 
multiple points of origin and follow the intricate web of knowledges and practices that 
make their emergence possible in certain times so as to comprehend their potential to 
wound.  

As place is always contested and negotiated by their semiotic interpellation, LL 
scholars have recently recognized that individuals develop different senses of belonging 
to, and distance from, certain locales.  This is, to various extents, mediated by affective 
attachments which are (in)formed by semiotic resources found in space. In this sense, 
Stroud and Jegels (2014:180) emphasize that “a central aspect of place-making is in fact 
the way affect […] is organized, narrated and interactively accomplished by means of – 
direct or indirect – engagement with situated material semiotic artefacts”. Landscapes 
are, thus, places of affect (Milani and Levon, 2016; Stroud, 2016; Wee, 2016). 
Following the attention to the politics of affect in the social and human sciences (see, 
for example, Wetherell, 2012; Massumi, 2015), LL researchers turn their attention not 
to the ontological character of emotions (i.e. what is hate?) but their performativity (i.e. 
what are the effects of injurious signs?) in order to investigate the “spatial politics of 
affect” (Thrift, 2004). From such a perspective, the central analytical concern is not 
what are emotions, but what do emotions do, how they “align […] bodily space with 
social space [and] mediate the relationship between the psychic and the social, and 
between the individual and the collective” (Ahmed, 2004:19). Such emotional 
attachments to place are semiotically distributed (and made visible) in affective regimes 
(Wee, 2016), a set of moral rules and conditions that govern the circulation of affect and 
how they can be materialized in a given place and time. Affect is therefore central to 
how individuals make sense of and experience place as well as helps them forge 
emotional relationships between Self and Other. Importantly, local affective regimes are 
not stable, but shift shape and content depending on macrosociological phenomena 
which influence the types of emotions that may be displayed in certain places.  

Inspired by Butler’s approach to injurious speech, Ahmed (2014:51) explains that 
hate is “involved in the very negotiation of boundaries between selves and others, and 
between communities, where ‘others’ are brought into the sphere of my or our existence 
as a threat.” In this sense, the performativity of hate as an emotion with the capacity to 
draw physical and subjective boundaries has, indeed, been the focus of critique by queer 
theorists according to whom hate speech is a mechanism to defend social norms, 
especially (but not exclusively) heteronormativity (Butler, 1997; Milani, 2014).  As 
noted before, the power of words to wound is not encapsulated in words themselves, but 
their previous uses and their contexts of emergence which stick to a sign and (in)form 
its local meanings. According to Butler (1997:13), linguistic (or, better still, semiotic) 
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injury “exceeds itself in past and future directions, an effect of prior and future 
invocations that constitute and escape the instance of utterance” (1997:3). In this sense, 
injurious signs may be understood as semiotic assemblages that entextualize 
(re)citations of hate discourses by emplacing here and now a history of semiotic 
vulnerability and, thus, performatively draw geopolitical, subjective, affective 
boundaries and/or allegiances between place, self, and other. 

Paradoxically, however, it is this fractured history of injurious speech where past, 
present and future meet that opens up possibilities for agency (Borba and Milani, 2017). 
In this sense, Butler (1997) contends that injurious speech “may well solicit a response 
[…] that it never anticipated, losing its own sovereign sense of expectation in the face of 
a resistance it advertently helped to produce” (p. 12); and she goes on to argue that 
“instead of obliterating the possibility of response, paralyzing the addressee with fear, 
[hate speech] may well be countered by a different kind of performative act, one that 
exploits the redoubled action of the threat” (p.12). To illustrate this paradoxical relation 
between injurious speech and agency, take, for example, the reappropriation of the word 
“queer” in the U.S in the 1990’s. Once a derogatory term, queer was re-signified by 
activist groups who were tired of the identity politics that governed LGBT activism at 
the time and started affirming: “We are queer, we are here, get fucking used to it”. With 
this semiotic twist, these activists addressed the offense to themselves and changed, 
thus, the power relations and the history that produced queer as an injurious word, 
which started a new chain of citations with immense impact both in activist and 
academic circles. Such semiotic reappropriation shows that “hate speech does not 
destroy the agency required for a critical response” (Butler, 1997:41), but, instead, 
provides the possibilities for its contestation (see also McConnell-Ginet, 2002; Wong, 
2008). In this context, I would like to propose that resistance to hate speech and to its 
materialization in injurious signs is fueled by acts of hope which aim to temporally and 
geographically reorient power relations and, in the case of LL, scopic and affective 
regimes by promoting a shift in the way we see and emotionally experience places. 

In the face of the recent encroachment of neoliberal, conservative (and often violent) 
politics in Western societies, social scientists have turned to hope as a category of both 
experience and analysis (Crapanzano, 2003; Miyazaki, 2004; Mahmood, 2005). Of 
course, hope has been of interest to philosophers and theologians since at least the 3rd 
century B.C when Aristotle defined it as “a waking dream”. Since then, this literature 
has variously considered hope as transcendent and immaterial, and as a result of our 
inherently limited agency as humans who need to resort to more powerful abstract 
entities when in dire circumstances. In other words, this tradition considers that one 
hopes because one is incapable of changing one’s reality. This essentialist perspective, 
however, has been challenged by Bloch (1986) who criticizes the mismatch between 
philosophy as an introspective, contemplative form of knowledge, and the outward, 
future-oriented basis of hope. According to him, it is this mismatch that has made it 
difficult for philosophy to understand hope not as the incapacity for action but, rather, 
as its source. In this perspective, hope may be seen as a crucial affective dimension (and 
one of the driving forces) of human agency. Or, as Castells (2015:14) puts it, “since a 
distinctive feature of the human mind is the ability to imagine the future, hope is a 
fundamental ingredient in supporting goal-seeking action”. In other words, one hopes 
because one wants to change one’s reality.  

For Bloch, then, hope entails an anticipation of the future, of what has not yet 
become. His understanding of hope poses a challenge for LL researchers and 
sociolinguists in general: how can we, as analysts of the materiality of language in well-
defined places and times, capture hope as an analytical category if it has a “tendency to 
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slip away from the realm of the specific” (Miyazaki, 2006:149)? An alternative to 
Bloch’s broad and unspecific view of hope is to see it, according to Miyazaki (2004:5), 
as a “radical reorientation of knowledge” and, I would add, of action. In this view, hope 
is not a subject of analysis nor is it encapsulated in the content or form of language and 
other semiotic codes, but is, rather, a method that underlies and, importantly, constitutes 
their use. The method of hope (Miyazaki, 2004) can be seen, for instance, in the 
reappropriation of “queer” by activists and academics which has reoriented the uses of 
the term and added a new layer of meaning to the history the sign condenses without 
ever closing other possibilities of resignification, keeping thus the future of queer open. 
In this chapter, I argue that the field of LL, with its detailed attention to the materiality 
of semiotic resources found in place, may at once provide a privileged perspective for 
unpacking the "discursive and metadiscursive range of hope" (Crapanzano, 2003:4) in a 
given sociolinguistic scenario and be analytically enriched by hope’s forward-looking 
indexical potential.4 

If neither hate nor hope are in the words themselves but, in the case of the former, in 
words’ condensed historicity and, in the case of the latter, in their capacity to point to a 
reorientation of action (and, one might argue, of history), a description of the form and 
content of signs will not suffice to explain the geopolitics and affective regimes of 
contested public spaces. Butler’s understanding of hate speech and Miyazaki’s 
perspectives on the method of hope suggest that what is in a sign exceeds its moment of 
emplacement. Therefore, in order to understand the geopolitics of injurious signs in the 
Brazilian political scenario, the next sections provide a signealogy of the web of power 
relations and discourses that underlie their inscription. 
 
 
The (geo)politics of hate and hope in the Brazilian political crisis 
 
Dilma Rousseff, the Worker’s Party candidate, was re-elected in October 2014 with 
54.501.118 votes (51, 64%). Her opponent, the right-wing representative, Aécio Neves, 
obtained 51.041.155 votes (48,36%). Ms. Rousseff’s re-election was the fourth 
consecutive victory of the Workers’ Party and represented the hopes of the Brazilian 
population to maintain the social and economic growth the country had been witnessing 
since 2003, when Lula da Silva became the first left-wing president of Brazil. In a 
decade of cautiously leftist governments, Lula and Dilma implemented policies that 
have changed the make-up of the Brazilian population. Some of these policies include 
the annual raise of the minimum wage above inflation rates, the income redistribution 
program which benefited millions of families who lived in extreme poverty, and the 
widening of higher education access through the implementation of racial quotas in 
public universities. It was also during their governments that policies for the 
empowerment of women and the LGBTIQ population were established. These include 
the creation of the Ministério das Mulheres, Igualdade Racial e Direitos Humanos 
(Ministry of Women, Racial Equality and Human Rights), the sanctioning of the Maria 
da Penha law which criminalizes domestic violence, and the implementation of Brasil 
sem Homofobia (Brazil without Homophobia) – a nation-wide program to fight 
discrimination on grounds of sexual identification. According to Chauí (2016), such 
programs brought about profound changes in Brazilian public discourses especially with 
regards to class, gender and sexual identity.  
                                                             
4 Although hope has never explicitly been mentioned as an analytical category in LL, some studies 
indirectly show that hope is in fact a method individuals use to make sense of place and of themselves in 
place. See, for example, Milani (2015), Stroud (2016), Kittis and Milani (2015).  
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 Quite unsurprisingly, these changes displeased a great part of the Brazilian 
conservative middle class, who had to share formerly exclusive places such as shopping 
malls, prestigious universities and airports with “hoards” of people they abhor. Such 
socially inclusive policies also annoyed the many Pentecostal churches in the country, 
who dislike the few (but powerful) changes in matters related to gender and sexual 
identity. The difference in the number of votes between the two candidates of the 2014 
ballot, however, demonstrates that Brazil is a polarized country. Such polarization grew 
more intense in the impeachment process against Ms. Rousseff during which the 
political division of the country also acquired affective contours.  

While law makers in the lower house discussed Ms. Rousseff’s political destiny in a 
40-hour session on April 17th, 2016, right across from the parliament, thousands of 
people gathered to demonstrate their support for or against her deposition. Separating 
the crowd of demonstrators was a wall erected by the police in order to avoid 
confrontation given the animosity between the groups. As figure 1 shows, the 
“impeachment wall”, as it became known, separates demonstrators according to their 
allegiance: on the right side of the wall, we see demonstrators for Dilma’s impeachment 
donning the national flag colors (yellow and green) in a clear act of nationalism; on the 
left side, we find those who were against her removal wearing red, the color of the 
Worker’s Party.  

 

 
Figure 1 – the impeachment wall 

 
 As Lopes (2016:118) contends, during the controversial removal of Ms. Rousseff 
from office, no one stood on the wall, and this is indicative of the fact that one was 
either for or against the coup. However, this polarization is not the result of this political 
crisis; rather, it is one of its driving forces. On the one (right) hand, we find the so-
called coxinhas ([ko ̃ɪ]), an overwhelmingly white, middle and upper middle class, 
conservative to reactionary group who supported the coup by stylizing their moral and 
aesthetic outlook with nationalist symbols such as the colors of the country’s banner and 
proclaimed themselves as warriors against corruption. On the other (left) hand, we find 
the so-called petralhas ([petaas]), a group of individuals with various political 
allegiances ranging from moderately progressive to radical leftist tendencies who, 
although not necessarily entirely satisfied with the Workers’ Party administration, 
worried that the coup would destroy the few social advancements made since 2003.  

The slang word coxinha originally referred to certain police officers who, in 
exchange for special safety services to fancy high street bakeries in the city of São 
Paulo, accepted as payment a coxinha de frango – a kind of fried dough stuffed with 
shredded chicken meat whose shape resembles a chicken thigh. They were called 
coxinha by the homeless kids they violently removed from the sidewalks. The 
derogatory use of the term has expanded to refer to people who accept (and help 
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support) the status quo to which they do not belong, being, thus, instruments of the elite 
to keep order and good morals. Petralha, on the other hand, was coined by the extreme 
right-wing journalist Reinaldo Azevedo in his blog for the weekly magazine Veja.  The 
word is a neologism which joins together the term petista (Workers’ Party supporters) 
and metralha – the Brazilian incarnation of the Disney animated characters The Beagle 
Boys (irmãos metralha), a family clan of clumsy (dis)organized criminals. Azevedo 
first used the term to refer to Workers’ Party corrupt politicians, but it has been widened 
to refer to any supporter of the party and/or anyone with a slightly progressive political 
inclination.   

Originally, each of these categories was used by the opposing group as injurious 
words against their political standing. In this sense, they could be classified as items of 
hate speech used to diminish one’s social position or, in Butler’s (1997:4) terms, to “put 
one in one’s place” in either side of the impeachment wall. As instances of hate speech, 
these labels were not self-professed by the different groups. Rather, they are the result 
of a convoluted discursive process engineered by the mainstream media’s coverage of 
the political crisis in Brazil. Such coverage, according to Souza (2016), uses the 
interpretative rationality of novelas, in which the world is portrayed not as constructed 
by conflicting overlapping interests, but as a place where actors’ good or bad intentions 
structure society. This leads to a dichotomous and simplified understanding of the social 
arena as divided in two groups: the bad guys and the good guys.5  
   Although the impeachment process galvanized the constitution of clear cut opposing 
political groups, the resentment among them has a long historical pedigree: it dates back 
to Lula’s first election in 2003. The three subsequent victories of the Workers’ Party 
and its social and financial inclusive policies increased the tension of the Brazilian class 
struggle since “the middle class and the elites […] seemed to be destined to lose all 
elections” (Souza, 2016:119) due to the strong support Lula and Dilma received from 
the economically disadvantaged fractions of the population.  

The feeling of hatred between coxinhas and petralhas, however, have become more 
explicit and escalated to levels of physical and symbolic violence since the jornadas de 
junho (June journeys), a series of demonstrations which took place in June 2013. Space 
constraints prevent me from delving into the details of these protests (see Castells, 2015 
for a more comprehensive analysis). It is important to note, however, that they were 
highly manipulated by the mainstream media in order to besmirch Dilma’s position in 
the government. TV Globo and its daily news program Jornal Nacional were central in 
the orchestration of the coup (Lopes, 2016). Although in June 2013, coxinhas and 
petralhas protested together (despite their different agendas), since Dilma’s return to 
office in 2014, the groups organized their protests on different dates and at different 
places. The construction of the impeachment wall in Brasilia epitomizes this 
polarization. The media carefully engineered this opposition by portraying coxinhas as 
beacons of morality and petralhas as rowdy rioters.  

This portrayal of the protesters, however, is quite different if we scrutinize the 
semiotic materialization of feelings against Ms. Rousseff’s government6. As the figures 
below forcefully indicate, coxinhas’ semiosis was fraught with injurious signs that 

                                                             
5 The polarization of the Brazilian society into coxinhas and petralhas is not an absolute one. As 
Ortellado et. al. (2016) argue, despite their differences, there is considerable overlap between these 
groups if one scrutinizes people’s narratives about the coup in detail. 
6 Here I focus only on the demonstrations for the impeachment since coxinhas tended to be portrayed by 
the mainstream media as pacifists who fought for a better Brazil. Looking locally at their embodied 
affective actions, though, show us an entirely different picture. The semiotic shape of the protests against 
the impeachment also deserves an analysis of its own, though.  
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addressed not the administration of the country, but issues of gender and sexuality – 
prime realms of semiotic vulnerability. 

 

     
            Figure 2 – “Dilma is a whore”                        Figure 3 – “Feminicide yes! Hungercide no! 
                                                                                                           “#OUT WITH THE PT!!!” 

 

 
Figure 4 – Car Sticker  

 
Queer geographers have argued that the public space is fraught with gendered and 

sexual layers of meaning (Johnston and Longhurst, 2010).  In this context, Milani 
(2014:204) urges LL scholars to pay close attention to banal sexed signs, “mundane 
semiotic aggregates, which, precisely because of their fleeting and unassuming 
character, can easily be ignored”, but nonetheless shape understandings of gender and 
sexuality in the public sphere. The signs above are clearly sexed in the sense that they 
emplace available (misogynist) discourses about female sexuality. They are, however, 
far from being banal. During Ms. Rousseff’s impeachment, one could hardly ignore 
them due to their ferocity (they were carefully hidden in the mainstream media coverage 
of the demonstrations, though). They are signs that wound not only their addressee but 
anyone with a slight sensitivity to the highly oppressive patriarchal structure of 
Brazilian society. It is their wounding quality that makes injurious signs stand out. Their 
salience in the political crisis helps us understand the circulation of hate and the 
configuring of certain political (in)sensibilities.  

Surprisingly, however, gender and sexuality have not been regarded as central 
matters underlying Ms. Rousseff’s demotion. The fact that she was the first female 
president of the country who had to govern with the support of ancient male-dominated 
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political oligarchies has practically gone unnoticed. The semiosis of the coxinhas, 
though, shows a different picture, one in which gender and sexuality figure prominently 
in the material design of feelings against her government. In Figure 2 a demonstrator 
stands out of the crowd while he holds a sign which reads DILMA PUTA (Dilma is a 
whore). In Brazil, the word puta is a common derogatory term which refers to the fact 
that a woman is believed to be promiscuous. In this scenario, puta interpellates its 
addressee and “constitutes a being within a possible circuit of […] abjection” (Butler, 
1997:5) and this is so because as an injurious sign “it does not describe an injury or 
produce one as a consequence; it is […] the performance of the injury itself, where the 
injury is understood as social subordination” (p. 18).  It is in this sense an injurious sign 
which attempts to control women’s sexuality and constrain it to the private sphere. The 
promiscuity the term puta indexes also alludes to Dilma’s political allegiances while in 
office. In 2014, Brazil elected the most reactionary and corrupt Parliament in its history 
(Souza, 2016; Freixo, 2016), which forced Ms. Rousseff to make certain suspicious 
alliances in order for her to be able to govern.  

According to Waiselfisz (2015’), of every 100.00 women, 4,8 are murdered in 
Brazil, which places it as the fifth most violent country for women. The statistics are 
even more staggering if one looks at the intersection of gender and race. Between 2003 
and 2013, the number of murders of black women increased from 1.864 to 2.875, a 54% 
raise. This, however, is not a problem for the demonstrator in Figure 3 whose sign reads 
“yes to feminicide”. What underlies this sign is the price of basic food items which had 
increased due to a handful of factors such as the global economic crisis of 2008 and, 
most centrally, the droughts Brazil faced in 2014 and 2015 which affected agriculture 
and, as a consequence, the prices of food. The sign in Figure 3 is injurious because it 
naturalizes the murder of women and places it as less important than economic 
hardships over which Ms. Rousseff had little (if any) control. 

The global economic crisis and the kickback scheme at the state oil company were 
the main vectors for the fluctuation of petrol prices in the country between 2014 and 
2015. When the price of petrol reached its peak, in June 2015, coxinhas demonstrated 
their disapproval semiotically.  Figure 4 shows car stickers which represent Dilma 
seated with her legs wide open on the car’s fuel tank.  Every time someone filled up the 
car, the ex-president would be metaphorically raped by the gas pump.7  The injurious 
character of this sign is materialized in the way Ms. Rousseff’s body is semiotically 
reappropriated and demonstrates that “hate has effects on the bodies of those who are 
made into its objects” (Ahmed, 2014:58). 

Although the protests for and against the impeachment were motivated by a sparkle 
of hope for political change, they soon became instrument of (geo)political segregation. 
The figures above show that, contrary to their portrayal in the mainstream media as 
beacons of hope for a better Brazil, the pro-impeachment protests were filled with hate, 
which, according to Ahmed (2014:55), “is a negative attachment to an other that one 
wishes to expel, an attachment that is sustained through the expulsion of the other from 
bodily and social proximity”. Most importantly, these injurious signs index the 
conservative middle-class’ old-age dissatisfaction with the social advancements that the 
Workers’ Party governments helped establish, a condensed historicity which 
encapsulates the temporal sedimentation of disappointment with the reconfiguration of 
power relations in Brazil. In this sense, injurious signs work by looking backwards at a 

                                                             
7 The circulation of these stickers caused outrage in many sectors of the Brazilian society. The Secretary 
of Women’s Policies eventually prohibited their manufacture, circulation and sale. The designers, sellers 
and producers of the stickers were fined. 
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past one despises and reinstantiating such hate locally. As such, the LL of the political 
turmoil helped shape (geopolitical) affective regimes.  

On August 31st  2016, the upper house of Parliament approved Ms. Rousseff’s 
demotion. When he took over office, Michel Temer nominated a completely white male 
heterosexual cabinet. One of his first actions as president was to extinguish the 
Ministério das Mulheres, Igualdade Racial e Direitos Humanos (Ministry of Women, 
Racial Equality and Human Rights). At first sight, hate seems to have won this political 
imbroglio. However, hate speech does not erase the possibility for agency. As Butler 
(1997:2) explains, “if to be addressed is to be interpellated, then the offensive call runs 
the risk of inaugurating a subject in speech who comes to use language to counter the 
offensive call”.  As such, injurious signs provide the grounds for their contestation. In 
fact, Ahmed (2014:59) propounds that “we need to relate the question of the effect of 
hate speech with affect, which includes the question of how others have been affected 
by hate speech”.  

In this sense, in order to understand how individuals resist signs that wound, one 
needs look locally at micro contexts. The semiosis of São Salvador square helps us 
understand how the broader political scenario impacts on citizens’ daily lives and 
underlies their design of resistance to an otherwise constraining context. The square is 
located at the intersection of two overwhelmingly white, middle and upper middle class 
neighborhoods where one finds many supporters of the impeachment. However, it has 
been recently reclaimed as a place of political dissent. In other words, it is a site where 
hate and hope interact on a daily basis. If hatred aims at expelling those who are seen as 
a threat, hope, in its slippery immateriality, provides individuals a method to reimagine 
futures. In this sense, as Moltman (1967:25) explains, hope is not simply “a 
transfiguring glow superimposed upon a darkened existence, but [is a] realistic way of 
perceiving the scope of our real possibilities, and as such, [it sets] everything in motion 
and keep[s] it in a state of change”.  

Hope, however, tends to be understood in very abstract terms such as anticipation, 
expectation, possibility, dreams etc. which makes its empirical analysis difficult. I 
argue, however, that as LL scholars who focus on the materiality of public signage, we 
can analytically capture the semiosis of acts of hope. If hope is a reorientation of 
knowledge and action (Miyiazaki, 2004), semiotic acts of hope involve the situated 
emergence of signs that disrupt established oppressive orders by creating a sense of 
possibility, of a reconfigured present and of a future that has no place as of yet, but can 
acquire one. The case of how the group of activists À Esquerda da Praça (To the Left of 
the Square) resisted the injurious signs mentioned in the introduction of this chapter 
provides us evidence of how acts of hope emerge and semiotically disrupt 
macropolitical oppressive orders.  

Two weeks after the lower house of Parliament approved the impeachment 
proceedings against Ms. Rousseff, the façade of a stationery store at São Salvador 
square was spray-painted with injurious words that condense locally a broader 
dissatisfaction with her party’s LGBTIQ-inclusive policies. As Figure 5 shows, as signs 
of hate they demand that their recipients be expelled from the square surroundings. 
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        Figure 5 
 Transcript 

                                                          Fagot                           Out with the Workers’ Party   
                                                          Dyke                            Out with Cunha 
                                                          Get the fuck out           Too 
 
 
 On the left-hand side of Figure 5 we see common derogatory terms used to offend 
non-heterosexuals. Viado refers to feminine gay men; sapatão addresses masculine 
lesbians. Both these groups are asked to get the fuck out of the square. Since São 
Salvador square has been reclaimed as a place of political dissent, it has also become 
popular among LGBTIQ individuals who use the square and the many pubs that 
surround it as a meeting point for both fun and political activism. This has displeased 
the inhabitants of the surroundings who constantly complain on their Facebook pages 
about the parties and the public demonstrations of homosexual affection8. Such 
injurious signs, then, locally materialize this discomfort. Unsurprisingly, they are 
intertextually linked with the semiosis of the coxinhas in which gender and sexuality 
played a central part in the material design of hatred against Ms. Rousseff.  
 The AEP collective did not take the injury these signs caused lightly, however. On 
the following day, they commissioned a graffiti artist who coated the injurious words 
with a stylized lotus flower, the Buddhist symbol that represents love and compassion 
for all things. As an act of hope, the graffiti art that covered the injurious words 
reconfigured a present that was fraught with hate and discrimination against non-
heterosexuals and reemplaced the square as a site of communion and mindfulness. 
Nonetheless, as Figures 6 and 7 show, the newly painted façade of the store did not last 
long as other injurious words were spray-painted once again. 
 

                                                             
8 I am not claiming, however, that the local residents tagged the store’s front. Indeed, authorship of public 
signage is a complex issue whose origin may be hard (if not impossible) to track (Malinowski, 2009). 
What matters is the fact that these inscriptions emerged in a time in history and at a place which overlap 
multiple layers of political (and semiotic) contestation.  
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Figure 6 – the lotus flower 
 

 
Figure 7 

Transcript: 
Old faggot 
Queer and 

Dyke 
Get the fuck out 

Out 
 

 The re-inscription of these injurious words adds still another layer of hate to their 
materializaion. Age now figures as a focus of attack. This probably refers to the fact the 
media coverage of this incident framed AEP as helping the 92-year-old owner of the 
shop who became metonymically linked to the broader political scenario that these 
signs addressed. Most importantly, the fact that new injurious signs were painted over 
the lotus flower indexes the recalcitrance of the dissatisfaction towards the changes the 
leftist governments implemented in the last few years. Since hate generates “a subject 
that is endangered by imagined others whose proximity threatens not only to take 
something away from the subject, but to take the place of the subject” (Ahmed, 
2014:43), its performativity is not easily challenged. Such difficulty emerges from the 
fact that hatred is past-oriented; it encapsulates an encroached history of citations that 
produces semiotic vulnerability and by so doing materializes in the here and now 
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macrosociological discourses. In this sense, the present becomes a site for the 
condensation of such a history.  

If the present of São Salvador square is the result of a hateful political historicity, 
how can one resist this affective regime? Looking onward at a possible future- to-come 
provides a vantage point from which to challenge such history of hate. It is this future-
oriented character of hope that propelled AEP’s activists to once more repaint the 
façade of the shop and, thus, (re)claim it as a place of resistance to the encroachment of 
the conservative ideologies that underlies the semiotic actions of the demonstrators for 
Ms. Rousseff’s demotion. Figure 8 shows the graffiti artists covering the injurious signs 
with the image of two hands joined in solidarity and painted with the rainbow colors.   

 

 
 

Figure 8 – rainbow 
 
 

 According to one of the square’s regulars,  
 

“são salva (i.e. the square) is all about love and solidarity. The square is where we 
gather, have fun, make friends, fight against this deplorable state Brazil is in. It’s 
also the place that gives us strength and stamina to dream of a better country for our 
kids. We are Brazilians, we never give up. The square is ours. Coxinhas won’t win. 
Their hate won’t win. Hope never dies, right? So we shall never fear (interview 
January 20th, 2017)9 

 
 In fact, at the time of writing (August, 2017), the façade of the stationery store still 
displays the image of the rainbow-colored hands. If, in the broader political scenario, 
hate appears to have won, in local contexts and grassroots activism hope for a better 
future thrives. In this geopolitical interplay of injurious signs and acts of hope, we see 
that although “the terms by which we are hailed are rarely the ones we choose […] these 
terms […] are the occasion for something we might still call agency, the repetition of an 
originary subordination for another purpose, one whose future is partially open” (Butler, 
1997:38).  In fact, it is an openness to the future that local semiotic acts of hope 

                                                             
9 Temer ( ), which means to fear, and Temer ( ), the surname of the right-wing politician who 

replaced Ms. Rousseff in office, are homographs. The interviewee plays with the similarities of these 

words.   
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materialize and, thus, help intervene in the broader ideological scenario of this political 
(and representational) crisis.  
 
  
Final remarks 

 
The dynamics of the emergence of injurious signs and their subsequent erasure by 
graffiti art points thus to the reconfiguration of politics of place and affective regimes 
(Wee, 2016) provoked by an intricate history of political changes that Brazil has been 
through in recent years. The incident at São Salvador square points yet to another 
reconfiguration of time which is central to how the square is (re)emplaced in the current 
political scenario. If the injurious signs encapsulate a history of animosity between 
different fractions of Brazilian society and, most importantly, reiterate the old-age 
dissatisfaction of part of the population with the social advances of recent years, the 
actions taken by the AEP reorient the scopic regime of the square to the future, one in 
which such hateful discourses may not be entextualized.  

This spatial and temporal dynamics emplaces power struggles in which a 
multiplicity of meanings is encroached not only on the façade of the stationery store but, 
more generally, in the contested space of the square and in the daily actions and 
subjectivities of those to whom the square serves as a gathering point.  The case of the 
semiotic materialization of hate and hope in the Brazilian political crisis highlights the 
fact that linguistic and other semiotic resources found in space “index particular 
localities [and histories], orient us through different levels of territorial and societal 
stratification” (Jaworski and Thurlow, 2010:8) and, hence, help us understand how 
people make sense of place and, conversely, how place makes sense of people, in a 
synergy which is shaped by the history of the signs, of the people and of the places 
implicated in such semiosis. In this sense, this chapter has argued that LL scholarship 
should attend to the temporality of signs for this offers an analytical avenue to unearth 
how individuals semiotically disrupt oppressive social orders by reclaiming place, 
reimagining selves and others, reconfiguring the present, and redesigning futures. 
 

------------------- 
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